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Good afternoon. My name is Santana Alvarado and I am the Chairperson of the Board of Directors of the
New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG) and college student. I am a Senior at Hunter
College. As you know, NYPIRG is a statewide, nonpartisan, nonprofit organization founded by college
students in 1973 to engage their peers in civic life. NYPIRG’s broad programmatic work provides
students with a range of opportunities to participate in public affairs and advance responses to social
problems that matter most to them. In collaboration with and guided by professional staff—researchers,
organizers, advocates and attorneys—students tackle pressing issues while learning and developing
professional-level skills that will boost their prospects for success in college, the job market, their role in
civic life, throughout their lives. Our Board of Directors solely consists of college and university students
elected from public and independent college campuses with NYPIRG chapters across the state.
NYPIRG applauds your decision to hold this joint hearing. It is important to current campus communities
at the State University, the City University, and the independent college sector institutions that the
pressures created by the pandemic – as well as more long-term structural changes – be monitored by the
legislative branch and that reforms are advanced to remedy the situations. We applaud this first step in
that process.
COVID-19 has had major impacts on students and higher education institutions. In the immediate,
schools closed, and classes and student activities abruptly moved to virtual formats. Too many students
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were left with insecure housing, access to food, and access to the internet.
Many students that were paying part of their tuition out of pocket are anxious about how they will pay this
coming semester. Queensborough Community College student government president, Ankush Gaba,
described life for many immigrant students during the pandemic:
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Because of COVID-19 I haven’t been able to work for months, but I still have to pay off
my bills and help support my family. I am an immigrant. The only way I can pay for
college is by working and working too much. I have to deal with my travel expenses,
meals, and then my tuition or textbook expenses. I work three jobs to get myself going
and also help my family financially, as we are here to make our future. A fully funded
CUNY would take a big load of stress off of me and my family, and would especially
help immigrant families who are trying to save as much as they can to have a secure and
better future.
Prior to the outbreak, it seemed as if years of student organizing and momentum would lead to a state
budget that was favorable to college students, their families, and the institutions themselves. However, as
the state has re-directed funds to respond to the public health crisis, coupled with the fact that the no new
revenue streams have been adopted (e.g. keeping the proceeds from the Stock Transfer Tax), nor has their
(as yet) been adequate federal support, most public agencies are facing major cuts. While decisions have
not been made, it’s possible that the state could slash CUNY and SUNY budgets by as much as $95.3
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million dollars. There have been reported impacts at CUNY and SUNY that have resulted in the laying
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off adjunct faculty, a decision that may well balloon class sizes in the midst of a pandemic. Moreover,
there is increasing evidence that independent colleges are facing unprecedented financial pressures.
4
Recently, the financial instability in the independent sector led to a credit downgrade by Moody’s.
Despite these challenges, a college-educated workforce is key for supporting a just recovery for
individuals and nurturing an economy strained by COVID-19. College-educated workers earn more than
their high-school educated peers – by an average of $30,000 per year, as found by the Federal Reserve
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Bank of New York. As wages increase, so do tax revenues which support any number of public services.
The average bachelor’s degree holder contributes $278,000 more to local economies than the average
high school graduate through direct spending over the course of their lifetime; and an associate degree
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holder contributes $81,000 more than a high school graduate. And investment in higher education will
benefit New York’s economy; for every $1 spent on education, the economy reaps $8 dollars in benefits,
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according to a study looking at the SUNY system.
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What’s more, there is an increasing need for a college degree in today’s economy. The availability of
blue collar jobs that do not require a Bachelor’s degree has decreased by 30 percent since 1991.
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Nationally, New York ranks in the top four states with the highest decrease in blue collar jobs. It has
become more of an economic necessity to hold a bachelor's degree, particularly in New York. Higher
education access and degree completion must remain a priority in this year’s budget. Beginning in 2011,
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nearly constant tuition hikes have raised tuition rates by more than 38%.
Since the COVID crisis hit the state, unemployment has steadily been on the rise, reaching levels that
New York has not seen in years. These rates dwarf anything seen, even in comparison to the 2008
financial crisis, one of the often cited rationales for the SUNY 2020 tuition hikes. In June, New York’s
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metropolitan areas reported an unemployment rate of 15.9%. Such sweeping levels of unemployment
touches the lives of many students' families. New York’s students are looking at an uncertain future.
While the state praises the higher education system for being affordable, for many of the state’s
unemployed young people, that may no longer be the case. For example, at least a quarter of all CUNY
students – and about a fifth of all CUNY students who enroll on a full-time basis – are also employed
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full-time while enrolled.
The consequences of the state’s past budget decisions have shone a spotlight on already glaring holes.
State maneuvers sold as efficiency measures have shortchanged colleges in the State University, City
University, and the independent sector, for years, starving campus budgets and putting student support
services and educational quality at risk. For one example, the tuition price per student at senior colleges
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this past year ($6,930 at CUNY 4-year schools and $7,070 at SUNY 4-year schools) continues to
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outpace the maximum Tuition Assistance Program (TAP) award ($5,165) resulting in an increasing
“TAP Gap.” While students who receive the full TAP award haven’t had to pay the difference, the
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individual colleges have had to absorb the loss in revenue. This past year, CUNY has reported a $74
14
million TAP Gap. Continuing to allow this gap to grow could destabilize the universities for years to
come.
The erosion of state support and the creation of growing funding gaps was already translating into an
erosion of student services and quality of education. Students have experienced firsthand the difficulty in
getting into the classes they need to graduate, limited services such as library hours, and advisement gaps
across the CUNY and SUNY systems. Post-pandemic, the situation looks dire. As the CUNY and SUNY
lay-off more staff, these numbers are going to soar. Prior to the pandemic, according to a CUNY survey,
over a third of CUNY students reported not being able to register for a course they needed for their major.
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Of those students, half couldn’t register because there were not enough seats available.
Last Fall, NYPIRG released an analysis of the overall financial impact of the SUNY2020 legislation. It
found that the tuition increases have totaled some $4 billion. And while some of that impact on college
students and their families has been offset by the state’s and federal financial aid programs, it is clear to
us that the additional revenues are not being used to enhance student services, but to fill in budget
shortfalls – shortfalls that too often result in reduced student services. New York has spent the past
decade shifting the cost of education onto the backs of students. With the hardship that New York’s
student population has just gone through, it is time that New York begins to eliminate that burden.
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Recently, the state announced that it may have to reduce access to the Excelsior Scholarship program.
The Excelsior Scholarship program has been far from perfect. In fact, NYPIRG has testified in front of
this committee on numerous occasions on the inaccuracy of the Governor’s claim that this is a “free
tuition” program. The program has had successes in providing some m
 iddle class students with a means of
graduating on time. However, abandoning the program could have a drastic effect on the financial
planning on those receiving the awards or those hoping to.
With a looming tuition hike of up to $200 for CUNY and SUNY colleges on the horizon, the state’s plan
is continuing to rely on shifting the costs to students and families, many who had already struggled to
keep up with rising costs, rather than addressing years of state underfunding. While CUNY and SUNY
were already in dire financial straits, the COVID crisis has exacerbated an already precarious situation.
Of course, the state is starved for revenue following a public health disaster. We urge that the state keep
the proceeds that it currently collects from the New York State Stock Transfer Tax. New York State’s
stock transfer tax is an excise tax levied on stock trades. For most investors, this is an unseen tax – even
if it was collected and kept by the state. Most people who have investments generally are not buying and
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selling stocks with great frequency. Wall Street speculators, on the other hand, seek to jump in and out of
investments at a rapid pace and those would be the people who would pay the vast bulk of the tax.
Protecting New York’s essential workers will be vital to the state’s recovery, yet they are
disproportionately burdened by the impact of the pandemic. At a time when the risk is not being shared
equally, why should those currently bearing the biggest load of keeping society together take the biggest
budgetary hit? Instead it is only reasonable to ask Wall Street to pay its fair share.
Due to the current crisis, it is essential that the state steps in to alleviate the burden that has been placed
on New York’s students. NYPIRG recommends the following steps to assure that students receive a
quality, affordable education.
1. The state must ensure that adequate revenues are made available to SUNY and CUNY to not only
maintain services, but to offset budget shortfalls from a tuition freeze and to eliminate the TAP gap. For
many New Yorkers who have been unemployed for months, a tuition increase could decide whether a
student will be able to attend college in the Fall. Further, colleges were already facing a large financial
burden due to the TAP Gap. The state should both cover the current TAP Gap shortfall as well as
increase the TAP maximum award to cover the cost of public college tuition and reduce the financial
strain on individual colleges.
2. Similarly, many of the state’s independent institutions need relief as well. For this reason, we propose
17
an expansion to the state’s Bundy Aid program. This program provides funding directly to independent
colleges to supplement student financial assistance and general operating support. The state has funded
Bundy Aid at $35.13 million for the past three years. Students at independent colleges and universities
who qualify can benefit from state aid that flows through Bundy Aid.
3. Expand the TAP program. Current credit barriers make the program difficult for part-time students
and educationally disadvantaged students to access. Graduate students are currently ineligible for TAP,
creating a large financial burden to attain a degree that becomes increasingly important in the modern
workforce. TAP is also not available in summer and winter sessions. Extending TAP to winter and
summer will help students stay on track to graduate. While many students pursuing their bachelor’s
degree do not complete it in 8 semesters, lack of access to financial aid may be a burden that forces a
student to leave school. This is a bad return on the state’s investment in financial aid. As I mentioned
earlier, raise the maximum TAP award to cover the full cost of public college tuition.
4. Maintain student services. As the pandemic continues to rage, the toll on the mental health of college
students – and all Americans – is deeply concerning. It is important that health services be made
available to all students. Moreover, as the financial situation becomes more difficult, there will be
pressures for colleges to divert funds for student services to other areas. Some of these programs are
funded by student activity fees – money that students have raised for their own programs – colleges must
avoid seizing those funds. It is simply false that student services are not in demand even with more
classes being held remotely. Student activities are an important component to the college experience and
should be supported.
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NYPIRG urges that state policymakers ensure that adequate financial resources are available to all sectors
of higher education and that students and their families are protected from increasing costs to attend
college.
Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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